
FUNTASTIC CIRCLES-Pillow Wrap and Pillow 

Supply List 

 
This is a fun project (as the title implies!) and will teach you to use your circular attachment 

and/or circular sewing kit for your Sew Steady Table.  Please try to have your fabric squares 

cut before coming to class as indicated below!! Refer to newsletter or pattern front photo.  

--ALL ITEMS ARE AVAILABLE AT RICHLAND SEWING CENTER!!  

 

Bring:  Pattern “Funtastic Circles”--25% off for class (if you have purchased this 

  pattern and it did not have the template in it, I have those for you.)  

  The pattern company had an error and failed to include some. 

 Sewing Machine with power cord and foot control 

 Circular Sewing Attachment for your machine OR Sew Steady table with 

  Circular sewing kit (shown in the Westalee Seminar) 

 --Standard Sewing Foot (“A” or “J”) 

 -Open Toe or Decorative “B” or “N” Foot 

 -Multi Cord Foot if available (3, 5 or 7 cord) 

 -Lightweight Bobbin thread (on bobbin) and good needles (12 univ or 14 Embroidery) 

  

Fabrics:  Fabric A (base of wrap)--cut 12 1/2” X 38” (off white in picture) 

      Fabric B (side borders and Circle B)--cut 10” X 10” 

   and 11 ½” X 36”  and (2)  2 ½” X 38” (for borders) (teal in picture) 

      Fabric C (Circle A) --  (2) 10” squares  (dotted top left circle on picture) 

      Fabric D (Circle D)--10” square  (teal print in the center of wrap) 

  

     For the Pillow:--16 ½” X 16 ½” for pillow front 

   (2)  16 ½” X 21” for pillow back 

   16” Pillow Form 

  NOTE--depending on time--we will create the “wrap” in class first, and 

   then make the pillow form to fit the wrap onto. Four 1” buttons will 

   be used to close the wrap.  Buttonhole foot will be needed for this! 

 

Other Supplies:  Fusible Embroidery Batting--12 ½” X 38” for pillow wrap 

         Fusible Fleece--16 ½” square for pillow front 

         Heat & Bond Lite or Feather Lite--(3) 9” squares and (1) 10” square 

         Lite Tear-away Stabilizer--(10)  12” squares and (2) 15” squares 

   **please bring your roll to be sure to have enough! 

 

--3 or 4 Colors of Decorative Embroidery threads to compliment your fabrics 

--Heavy Decorative Threads--Jeannie will supply most of these in class  

--Applique Scissors-Duckbill or curved appliqué 

--Washable Marker and ruler (Frixion marker might press away too soon) 


